
SPRING TERM
Mi Tiempo Libre

AUTUMN TERM
Mi Casa

Hola - ¿Dónde Vives?
Using compass points and 
locations to say where you 
live.

SUMMER TERM
De Vacaciones

¿Qué haces en tu tiempo
libre?
Talking about your hobbies

¿Dónde fuistes de 
vacaciones?

Talking about where you 
went on holiday and your 

opinion

THE SPANISH CURRICULUM AT SANDYMOOR OA
YEAR 8

Fostering curiosity and deepening understanding of other cultures and their language.

Hola - ¿Que hay en tu
casa?
Describing rooms in the 
house

Que hiciste de vacaciones?
Using the past tense to 
talk about what you did on 
holiday

¿Qué vas a hacer este fin de 
semana?
Talking about your plans for the 
weekend

¿Haces deportes?
Describing which sports you 
do and giving opinions

Learning about Spanish Cities & Festivals

Learning Checkpoint:
Translation based on 
sentence builder

Traditional Spanish games & 
pastimes
Literary Text: Versos de deportes –
Javier Ruiz Taboada

Endpoint: 
Listening & Reading 
on Holidays

Endpoint: 
Listening and 
Reading

¿Qué tiempo hizo?
Describing the weather

¿Dónde vas a ir?
Describing an upcoming trip

Grammar:
Jugar vs Hacer
Preposition a
Time phrases
Frequency phrases
Negatives
Present tense R
Near future R
More complex opinions

Grammar:
Ser vs estar
Conditional Tense
Adjectives and agreements R
Ser/tener/vivir – present tense R
Simple connectives R

Grammar:
Time frame indicators
Preterite (past) tense
Recognising simple phrases in the imperfect e.g. era
Present tense R
Near future R
More complex opinions R

¿Dónde está?
Using estar and 

prepositions to say 
where things are

¿Ayudas en casa?
Using time phrases to say 
what you do to help 
around the house.

Learning Checkpoint: 
Write a paragraph about 
your house.

Discover sports in Spanish 
speaking countries

Endpoint: 
Speaking about your hobbies 

Learning Checkpoint: 
Translation based on 
Sentence Builder

Learning Checkpoint:
Paragraph about the sports 
you do.

Learning Checkpoints:
Translation based on sentence 
builder

Learning Checkpoint:
Paragraph about 
holidays

Year 
9

¿Cómo sería tu casa 
ideal?
Using the conditional 
tense to describe your 
ideal home.

Typical Spanish Homes


